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W woodland folk
Wherenever you go out walking, take a 
collecting bag with you and look out for 
pieces of nature on the ground, especially 
seed cases, acorn cups, pine cones and 
twigs that you can glue together at home 
to make into little woodland people or 
animals. Make heads with beads or acorns, 
add wool for hair, beards from wild clematis 
or even give them sycamore seed wings 
and draw or paint faces.
Keep your nature finds in a rummage 
basket or bowl, or make a nature table to 

display them on.   

4
degibna 
woods

ivy crowns X
The Hal-an-Tow performers also wear 

crowns or headdresses made of green 

leaves which is a tradition of many May 

celebrations all around the world. 

Leaves of laurel, myrtle and ivy were used 

in ancient Greece and Rome to crown 

winners of poetry contests and athletic 

competions, as well as for many feasts and 

celebrations. 

Look among the trees for strands of ivy or 

bendy willow twigs to twist and wind into 

a headdress of your own!

It is an ancient tradition for young men and 

merry maids to gather greenery in the woods 

at dawn on Flora Day, before processing noisily 

through the town to chase out the cold, dark 

of winter and welcome in the summer light. 

The‘Hal-an-Tow’is thought to refer to a 

florally decorated stick carried in procession. 

As Flora Day was cancelled this year, the 

chasing out of winter still needs to be done! 

Find a good stick and tie on summer things 

as you go - leaves, flowers, twigs or feathers. 

Make sure you chase out the winter still hiding 

in dark places and celebrate the summer!

W hal-an-tow

  1  stepping stones
this marks the start of the CAST-OFF trail, 
which follows the river Cober as it snakes
down the valley to the sea at loe bar. from 
here you can explore and play in the woods, 
visit Ben’s Den, make a hal-an-tow stick or 
wild woodland creature, go on a shape hunt 
or make and draw with charcoal. bring your 
sketchbook, imagination and some string!

make a boat float S
Look for bits of fallen wood or bark that 
could float, to make a boat base. Use 

twigs for masts and different types 

of leaves for sails. Use a nail from your 

tool kit, or a sharp stick to make holes 

to stand the mast up in and poke holes 

to thread on leaf sails. Be careful to 

keep your sails light. If your boat is top 

heavy it may capsize! Decorate your 

boat with feather or flower flags. Try 

out different sail configurations. Do they 

catch the wind? How does the boat sail?

Show us using #CAST_Off
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W oak gall ink
This ink has been used since the middle 

ages and is still made and used today. 

Oak galls make very good ink that does

not rub off or fade away. The Magna 

Carta Libertatum (Great Charter of 

Freedoms) from 1215, Leonardo da 

Vinci’s drawings and Shakespeare’s plays
written in the 16th and 17th centuries 

are still clear and bright because they 

were made using this special ink. 

Look out for pop-up oak gall ink making 

and drawing.  

S make a wild brush
Collect pine needles, grass, leaves or 
feathers and bind them to a stick with 

string to make wild brushes. Make lots 

of different shapes and sizes to make 

all sorts of paint marks. Carry them 

with you when you go out to the beach 

or lake and make water paintings on 

the surfaces of rocks and stones. 

What kinds of marks can you make? 

Flick, drag, dot or splodge. Photograph 

your energetic paintings and share 

them with us using #CAST_Off

W go on a picture journey
Use your observation and imagination to 

draw a story about your travels and 

explorations in your sketchbook. Who or 

what do you see on the way? Work along 

the page from left to right and go as far 

as you can go! Write a little bit about 

what happens and make your drawing as 

interesting and beautiful as your story. 

Colour it in when you get home, or wet the 

paper and experiment with inks or paint. 

Continue your journey in your imagination. 

Who knows where you will end up!

make a leaf collage X
When you get home trace half of each leaf 

(or copy the shapes from your drawings) onto 

folded paper. Line up the middle of the leaf 

with the folded edge. Cut the shapes out and 

glue them onto coloured paper to make a leaf 

collage. Make as many different 

leaf shapes as you can. Do some of 

them look like trees? Try inventing 

symmetrical leaf and tree shapes 

in the same way. Stick your 

collage in your sketchbook and 

show us what you make using 

#CAST_Off

make wild paint T
The earliest form of paint is thought to have
been ash from a fire mixed with animal fat. 
We make paint from all sorts of things - 
coloured rock and earth, ground up chalk, 
brick, charcoal or even tumeric from the 
kitchen. To make it stick onto a surface 
pigment is mixed with anything from water, 
to oil or even egg yolk! Make a palette of 
colours from different crushed, dry materials. 
Experiment by mixing your pigments with 
water, egg or glue. Paint on different 
surfaces too, like wood, rock or cardboard 
and use your homemade brushes!

oak trees and gallsT
Look out for oak trees in the woods. Some 

are very old and full of secrets! Collect 

leaves and acorns and compare their shapes 

and sizes. Look out for oak galls. These 

special little balls are created by the amazing 

relationship between a wasp and an oak tree. 

The wasp lays an egg at the tip of an oak 

bud, which then grows to form a little round 

ball (or gall) for the wasp grub to grow in. 

Do not pick green ones from the tree, they 

may still have wasps inside! But if you 

are lucky enough to find one on the 

ground, look for a tiny hole where 

the little wasp climbed out and left. 

charcoal made form charred sticks and twigs

5    degibna woods
in 1272 King Edward I granted land of a 
Cornish acre at Degibna to William de Treville 
on condition that he purchase and maintain a 
boat and fishing hook for the King's use on the
Loe whenever he should visit! These magnificent
woods are still fit for a king and a great place 
to explore and play. Look up at the enormous 
trees and look for lakeside beaches to paddle on, 
skim stones or launch boats from.  

      cober footbridge
the footbridge is near st johns, not far from the 
old mill that was powered by a waterwheel to 
grind flour. the bridge connects the old Helston 
to Lowertown bridlepath with winding footpaths 
through the woods... 
see how the river twists and turns, play pooh 
sticks, paddle and play on the shore. explore this 
wild area to make maps, imagine fairy stories 
and create wild woodland creatures.

2 W charcoal
A traditional artists drawing material 

made from sticks or twigs burnt in a 

special way without oxygen, charcoal is 

particularly good to draw with. It gives 

distinct rich black lines, but can also be 

smudged with your fingers (and toes) 

to create softer marks and shading. 

Look out for charcoal being made on 

pop-up days at Ben’s Den or collect
some from other places around the 

Cober Valley and Penrose. Have a go 

at drawing with it in your sketchbook!

W wildwood creatures
Who lives in these ancient woods? What 

shy creatures graze, prance or creep in the 

half-light and drink at the stream? Gather 
leaves, acorns, twigs, seeds, bark and 

anything else you find along the way. Bring 

your materials to Cober Camp and collect a 

piece of clay to make yourself a mystical 

woodland creature. Where does it come 

from, what is its name, what sound does it 

make? Draw it in your sketchbook and find 

a place for it to live in the woods. Take a 

picture and share it using #CAST_Off

how many times can
you bounce a flat stone?

    carminowe creek
Sit in the grass above carminowe creek, listen 
to the sounds around you - wind,birds, trees, 
water... take in the wide open spaces. look 
across loe pool to the woods opposite and over 
to the shingle beach of Loe Bar, which separates 
the pool from the open sea and the horizon 
    beyond. the sea would once have been filled 
        with ships in sail coming and going from 
         all over the world.

loe trout S
Loe Pool was once famous for its ’peculiar
kind of bastard trout’thought to be a cross 

between a sea fish and a fesh water fish 

from either side of the Bar. It was said: 

’the eye is large, the back a deep black
purple... the belly... a bright pearl colour. 

The spots are hexagonal annulets of scarlet, 

the flesh very red... and much esteemed.’ 
It was so good even King Edward I wanted 

to catch one! Imagine what this huge and 

magnificent trout might have looked 

like and draw it in your sketch-

book. Show us using #CAST_Off. 

W bouncing bombs
During World War II, Penrose Estate was 

commandeered by the military and plenty 

went on in secret. The airforce used the Loe 

for rocket and torpedo firing practice and it
is rumoured that Barnes Wallis tested his 
famous bouncing bomb on the smooth waters 

here. Do your own bouncing bomb practice by 

the waters edge. Skim flat stones and make 

them skip across the water. How many times 

can you make them bounce? Imagine and 

draw the scenes of night flights and bombs! 

Share them using #CAST_Off

Image: Killy Ridols

W shape hunt
See how many different kinds of leaf 
shape you can find in the woods. If you 
fold a leaf down the middle does one 
side look the same as the other? 
If it does this is called symmetry, some 
leaves are symmetrical, but some 
definitely are not. 
Draw the different leaf outlines carefully 
into your sketchbook and collect some 
specimens to take home. Can you identify 
the trees your leaves came from? 
Come back in the autumn and see how 
the leaves change. 

p

lowertown millX

the walled garden
T this stuffed trout is at the museum of cornish life

www.helstonhistory.co.uk/flora-day/flora-day-history/
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2018/07/galls-to-spot-this-year/
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collecting bag with you and look out for 
pieces of nature on the ground, especially 
seed cases, acorn cups, pine cones and 
twigs that you can glue together at home 
to make into little woodland people or 
animals. Make heads with beads or acorns, 
add wool for hair, beards from wild clematis 
or even give them sycamore seed wings 
and draw or paint faces.
Keep your nature finds in a rummage 
basket or bowl, or make a nature table to 

display them on.   
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The Hal-an-Tow performers also wear 

crowns or headdresses made of green 

leaves which is a tradition of many May 

celebrations all around the world. 

Leaves of laurel, myrtle and ivy were used 

in ancient Greece and Rome to crown 

winners of poetry contests and athletic 

competions, as well as for many feasts and 

celebrations. 

Look among the trees for strands of ivy or 

bendy willow twigs to twist and wind into 

a headdress of your own!

It is an ancient tradition for young men and 

merry maids to gather greenery in the woods 

at dawn on Flora Day, before processing noisily 

through the town to chase out the cold, dark 

of winter and welcome in the summer light. 

The‘Hal-an-Tow’is thought to refer to a 

florally decorated stick carried in procession. 

As Flora Day was cancelled this year, the 

chasing out of winter still needs to be done! 

Find a good stick and tie on summer things 

as you go - leaves, flowers, twigs or feathers. 

Make sure you chase out the winter still hiding 

in dark places and celebrate the summer!

W hal-an-tow

  1  stepping stones
this marks the start of the CAST-OFF trail, 
which follows the river Cober as it snakes
down the valley to the sea at loe bar. from 
here you can explore and play in the woods, 
visit Ben’s Den, make a hal-an-tow stick or 
wild woodland creature, go on a shape hunt 
or make and draw with charcoal. bring your 
sketchbook, imagination and some string!

make a boat float S
Look for bits of fallen wood or bark that 
could float, to make a boat base. Use 

twigs for masts and different types 

of leaves for sails. Use a nail from your 

tool kit, or a sharp stick to make holes 

to stand the mast up in and poke holes 

to thread on leaf sails. Be careful to 

keep your sails light. If your boat is top 

heavy it may capsize! Decorate your 

boat with feather or flower flags. Try 

out different sail configurations. Do they 

catch the wind? How does the boat sail?
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W oak gall ink
This ink has been used since the middle 

ages and is still made and used today. 

Oak galls make very good ink that does

not rub off or fade away. The Magna 

Carta Libertatum (Great Charter of 

Freedoms) from 1215, Leonardo da 

Vinci’s drawings and Shakespeare’s plays
written in the 16th and 17th centuries 

are still clear and bright because they 

were made using this special ink. 

Look out for pop-up oak gall ink making 

and drawing.  

S make a wild brush
Collect pine needles, grass, leaves or 
feathers and bind them to a stick with 

string to make wild brushes. Make lots 

of different shapes and sizes to make 

all sorts of paint marks. Carry them 

with you when you go out to the beach 

or lake and make water paintings on 

the surfaces of rocks and stones. 

What kinds of marks can you make? 

Flick, drag, dot or splodge. Photograph 

your energetic paintings and share 

them with us using #CAST_Off

W go on a picture journey
Use your observation and imagination to 

draw a story about your travels and 

explorations in your sketchbook. Who or 

what do you see on the way? Work along 

the page from left to right and go as far 

as you can go! Write a little bit about 

what happens and make your drawing as 

interesting and beautiful as your story. 

Colour it in when you get home, or wet the 

paper and experiment with inks or paint. 

Continue your journey in your imagination. 

Who knows where you will end up!

make a leaf collage X
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(or copy the shapes from your drawings) onto 

folded paper. Line up the middle of the leaf 

with the folded edge. Cut the shapes out and 

glue them onto coloured paper to make a leaf 

collage. Make as many different 

leaf shapes as you can. Do some of 

them look like trees? Try inventing 

symmetrical leaf and tree shapes 

in the same way. Stick your 

collage in your sketchbook and 

show us what you make using 
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make wild paint T
The earliest form of paint is thought to have
been ash from a fire mixed with animal fat. 
We make paint from all sorts of things - 
coloured rock and earth, ground up chalk, 
brick, charcoal or even tumeric from the 
kitchen. To make it stick onto a surface 
pigment is mixed with anything from water, 
to oil or even egg yolk! Make a palette of 
colours from different crushed, dry materials. 
Experiment by mixing your pigments with 
water, egg or glue. Paint on different 
surfaces too, like wood, rock or cardboard 
and use your homemade brushes!
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are very old and full of secrets! Collect 

leaves and acorns and compare their shapes 

and sizes. Look out for oak galls. These 

special little balls are created by the amazing 

relationship between a wasp and an oak tree. 

The wasp lays an egg at the tip of an oak 

bud, which then grows to form a little round 

ball (or gall) for the wasp grub to grow in. 

Do not pick green ones from the tree, they 

may still have wasps inside! But if you 

are lucky enough to find one on the 

ground, look for a tiny hole where 

the little wasp climbed out and left. 
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Cornish acre at Degibna to William de Treville 
on condition that he purchase and maintain a 
boat and fishing hook for the King's use on the
Loe whenever he should visit! These magnificent
woods are still fit for a king and a great place 
to explore and play. Look up at the enormous 
trees and look for lakeside beaches to paddle on, 
skim stones or launch boats from.  

      cober footbridge
the footbridge is near st johns, not far from the 
old mill that was powered by a waterwheel to 
grind flour. the bridge connects the old Helston 
to Lowertown bridlepath with winding footpaths 
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see how the river twists and turns, play pooh 
sticks, paddle and play on the shore. explore this 
wild area to make maps, imagine fairy stories 
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A traditional artists drawing material 
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particularly good to draw with. It gives 

distinct rich black lines, but can also be 

smudged with your fingers (and toes) 

to create softer marks and shading. 

Look out for charcoal being made on 

pop-up days at Ben’s Den or collect
some from other places around the 

Cober Valley and Penrose. Have a go 

at drawing with it in your sketchbook!

W wildwood creatures
Who lives in these ancient woods? What 

shy creatures graze, prance or creep in the 

half-light and drink at the stream? Gather 
leaves, acorns, twigs, seeds, bark and 

anything else you find along the way. Bring 

your materials to Cober Camp and collect a 

piece of clay to make yourself a mystical 

woodland creature. Where does it come 

from, what is its name, what sound does it 

make? Draw it in your sketchbook and find 

a place for it to live in the woods. Take a 

picture and share it using #CAST_Off

how many times can
you bounce a flat stone?

    carminowe creek
Sit in the grass above carminowe creek, listen 
to the sounds around you - wind,birds, trees, 
water... take in the wide open spaces. look 
across loe pool to the woods opposite and over 
to the shingle beach of Loe Bar, which separates 
the pool from the open sea and the horizon 
    beyond. the sea would once have been filled 
        with ships in sail coming and going from 
         all over the world.

loe trout S
Loe Pool was once famous for its ’peculiar
kind of bastard trout’thought to be a cross 

between a sea fish and a fesh water fish 

from either side of the Bar. It was said: 

’the eye is large, the back a deep black
purple... the belly... a bright pearl colour. 

The spots are hexagonal annulets of scarlet, 

the flesh very red... and much esteemed.’ 
It was so good even King Edward I wanted 

to catch one! Imagine what this huge and 

magnificent trout might have looked 

like and draw it in your sketch-

book. Show us using #CAST_Off. 

W bouncing bombs
During World War II, Penrose Estate was 

commandeered by the military and plenty 

went on in secret. The airforce used the Loe 

for rocket and torpedo firing practice and it
is rumoured that Barnes Wallis tested his 
famous bouncing bomb on the smooth waters 

here. Do your own bouncing bomb practice by 

the waters edge. Skim flat stones and make 

them skip across the water. How many times 

can you make them bounce? Imagine and 

draw the scenes of night flights and bombs! 

Share them using #CAST_Off

Image: Killy Ridols

W shape hunt
See how many different kinds of leaf 
shape you can find in the woods. If you 
fold a leaf down the middle does one 
side look the same as the other? 
If it does this is called symmetry, some 
leaves are symmetrical, but some 
definitely are not. 
Draw the different leaf outlines carefully 
into your sketchbook and collect some 
specimens to take home. Can you identify 
the trees your leaves came from? 
Come back in the autumn and see how 
the leaves change. 
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moths, beetles, spiders & bees
Loe Bar is the only place you might find the very 
rare Rustic Sandhill Moth, but you would have to 
look very hard as it is so well camouflaged amongst 
the shingle and only lives for five days! You may 
be more likely to see it as a caterpillar, so keep 
your eyes peeled. Always try to be observant and 
careful where you tread and look out for all the 
interesting moths, caterpillars, bees, beetles and 
spiders that live here - including the Sand Dune 
Wolf Spider! Remember to draw carefully any you 
find, making a note in your sketchbook of special 
colours, markings or features, or draw what you 
think they might look like! Share using #CAST_Off

birds
Who lives in the ancient woods? What
shy creatures graze, prance or creep in 
the half light and drink at the stream? 
Gather leaves, acorns, twigs, sycamore 
seeds, bark or anything else you find 
along the way, bring it to Cober camp 
and collect a piece of clay and make 
yourself a mystical wood land creature. 
Where does he come from, what is its 
name, what sound does it make? Draw 
it in your journal and find a place for it 
to live in the woods.

make a drawing 
You don’t only have to draw with pen and
paper, you can draw with any of the things 
you find around you when you are out and 
about. A drawing could be made with rocks, 
shells, flotsam and jetsam on the beach or 
with twigs, leaves and seeds in the woods. 
Find a good place to sit down wherever you 
are and make an imaginary picture to 
illustrate something new you’ve learned
today or make a portrait of yourself, or 
your friends and family. Share using 
#CAST-Off  
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    coronation park
this park and boating lake was built to 
celebrate the coronation of King George V
in 1912. There used to be regular water
carnivals and fireworks at plum fair.  
local school boys had swimming and 
boating lessons here. the only swimmers
now are the ducks and swans, but it is 
still a much loved place of recreation.   

cast-off
activity map

set off on a voyage of discovery and explore
the cober valley from Lowertown to Loe Bar

3

shipwrecks  
In 1807 a Helston boy called Henry Trengrouse 
watched helpless as the Navy ship HMS Anson 
was wrecked on Loe Bar in a fierce storm. 
Many sailors were drowned not far from the 
shore. Henry was so affected by the tragedy 
that he was later moved to invent the
‘Breeches Buoy’, a rocket-launched pulley
designed to bring stranded sailors ashore when 
ships ran aground. His invention went on to 
be widely used and saved thousands of 
lives. You can find out more about Henry 
Trengrouse and see the painting above 
at the Museum of Cornish Life in Helston.

paper boats
When the lake first opened, local school 
boys (no girls!) had swimming and 
boating lessons here and you have always 
been able to hire boats of different sorts: 
rowing boats, paddle boats, indian canoes 
and now even giant swans!
Make your own Coronation Lake boat. 
Collect coloured paper and instructions 
near the cafe and have a go at folding 
an origami boat, or even a duck!
Look out for pop-up boat races on the 
Cober river over the summer!  

4

     the walled garden
the walled garden is the old kitchen
garden for Penrose House. in the old days
it would have been tended by a team of 
gardeners to grow abundant fruit and
vegetables for  household needs. today it 
is a pleasant place to sit, relax and 
admire the wild flowers. 

incredible edible
This project aims to make use of green 
spaces in and around the town for 
community growing - inspiring, informing 
and enabling people to grow their own 
food, together. Work has started on building 
a community garden here in Coronation 
Park, by the bridge over the river. Look out 
for volunteers working here and they will 
tell more you about what they are doing 
and how to get involved. Incredible Edible 
hopes eventually to have an edible trail 
through Helston. CAST has already joined 
the trail with a planter of giant courgettes! 

botanical drawing
A botanist studies plants and flowers and observes 
them very carefully, making detailed drawings of 
the specimens they find. There are many 
different species of wild plants and flowers along 
the valley. Without picking them, sit, observe and 
make drawings in your sketchbook of any special 
specimens you find today. Note how many petals 
a flower has, or the shape of the leaves. Flowers 
come and go week by week, so what you see 
today may be gone the next time you visit and 
something different may have grown in its place. 
Draw plants and flowers wherever you go. 

grand schemesXS
Over the years there have been many grand 
schemes, designs and inventions in and around 
Penrose. Lord Rogers commissioned plans to 
build a harbour wall and entrance at the Bar 
in 1837. Aircraft practised with new 
underwater torpedo technology and bouncing 
bombs. There were water wheels running mills 
and all sorts of steam-powered mine engines 
pumping out mineshafts. There were even 
designs for a paddle-steam-dredger, which 
would scour the marshes for silver. Draw your 
own grand design and tell us what it is for. 
Share your inventions using #CAST_Off 

make your own map 
Imagine you are a bird in the air looking
down on your journey. Is the bird’s view
any different from what you see around 
you? Imagine what the shapes and patterns 
in the landscape look like from above and 
draw them to make a map. Decide on 
symbols to draw to mark interesting things 
on your route, including trees, rivers, 
buildings, bridges, paths and roads. Make 
a note of what your symbols mean. Mark 
down your favourite places and give them 
names of your own. Add places and things 
you’d like to do or see.

    wheal pool 
The area around Penrose has been mined 
since the Roman times and the engine 
house at wheal Pool still stands today. 
Silver was mined from shafts 50 fathoms 
deep and the marshes around it were
littered with silver spoil. The marsh here
is now treasured instead as a beautiful 
habitat for wildlife and flowers.    

three half pennies
There used to be three flour mills around Loe Pool. 
These were naturally powered by water wheels, which 
turned heavy mill stones and ground grain into soft 
fine flour to bake into bread. Sometimes in winter 
the valley would flood and the high water would slow 
the wheels and stop the milling, so there was no 
bread! At such times, the Mayor would present three 
half penny purses, one from each mill, to the Lord of 
Penrose to seek his permission to cut the Bar so the 
flood water could escape. First a small channel was 
cut, which would soon become a roaring torrent as 
the whole pool and all its contents poured out into 
the sea. Over the following days the waves and tides 
would replace the Bar once more.

helston port 
It is said that long, long ago, Loe Bar did not exist 
and the Loe was not a pool at all, but a long tidal 
estuary open to the sea. Ships would have been able 
to sail right up to Helston to load up with cargoes 
of silver, tin, leather or grain. Over the centuries 
storms, tides and currents washed the shingle beach 
across the mouth of the estuary, to create what 
we now know as Loe Bar and Loe Pool. 
For a time Gweek was the nearest port, as Porthleven 
was just a marshy cove until the harbour was built 
in 1825. In 1837, the Lord of Penrose dreamed of 
making the Loe a port again and even had plans 
drawn up. Imagine ships sailing upriver to Helston! 

draw the ducks
At one time people swam in the boating 
lake, but now only the ducks do. There are 
many different kinds of ducks, geese and 
swans that visit or live on the lake. How 
many different kinds can you see? Do they 
have any special markings and how do they 
compare in size? Have a go at drawing 
them in your sketchbook. If you do an 
especially good job, show it to Helston 
Climate Action Group volunteers and they 
might give you some seed to feed the real 
ducks. Share using #CAST_Off

     loe bar
Here the cober river finally flows under 
the bar and into the sea. on one side the 
sea is deep, the currents are strong and 
the water treacherous. on the other side, 
after centuries of industry, drama and 
disturbance, the pool sits clear, calm 
and tranquil. . 

henry trengrouse’s
Breeches Buoy.

The Wreck of the HMS Anson, by Clive Arthur Carter 

can you hear birds?  
Don’t just look, listen. Can you hear the 
birds? Can you hear different kinds of call? 
Some birds, like blackbirds and robins, live 
here all year round, but others, like swallows 
  and sand martins spend the winter in Africa, 
then fly all the way here for the summer! 
See what birds you can spot swooping to 
catch insects over the meadows and Loe Bar 
and what kinds of birds you can see on and 
around the water at Loe Pool. Look out for 
herons and kingfishers. At night you might 
hear bats and barn owls. Draw birds in your 
sketchbook and share using #CAST_Off

lie back and listen - what can you hear around
you? can you draw sounds? have a go.ducks ducking to find food underwater.

watch out for little things living underfoot!

blue heart rewilding
Look out for the new Wildflower Meadow 
recently planted by the Coronation Park team. 
The meadow has been laid to provide a home 
for wildlife and demonstrate how re-wilding 
can be achieved in your own garden. It has 
been recognised with a Blue Heart as part of 
the BLUE Campaign, promoting re-wilding of 
gardens, parks, verges and other patches of 
land. Volunteers from Helston Climate Action 
Group will show you how to make a seed 
bomb or a blue heart marker and go about 
rewilding in your own garden!�

CAST-Off activity map summer 2020 CAST has moved its holiday Think and Make activities outside this summer, so 
families can keep safe and explore the wonderful Cober Valley.  
Every Tuesday and Saturday throughout August artists will be stationed along the 
trail to inspire invention and making. To find out what is going on and where, 
please check the CAST website or CASTCornwall facebook page each week. 
We won’t be put off by a bit of drizzle and hope you won’t either, but check on 
the day in case of extreme weather or last minute changes. Sessions will run from 
10am to 12 noon and 2 to 4pm.
As households need to stay two metres apart from each other, there may be 
times when it’s difficult to get close enough to see or hear what an artist is doing. 
Please be patient and try out some of the activities on this map while you wait. 
CAST-Off helpers will be on hand with useful tips, so let them know you’re waiting. 
They will also be collecting feedback, and contact details for ‘track and trace’.
The Countryside Code: While you enjoy the countryside please remember to 
be considerate of others, leave gates and property as you find them, make sure 
nothing you do harms animals, birds, plants or trees and take your litter home 
with you. Take care around livestock - keep your distance. Leave no trace!

this map is designed to be taken with you out into the environment to find
your way to new and interesting places in and around the Cober Valley and 
to inspire you to think, make and do as you go. 

the sketchbook and pencil you collect from CAST is yours to keep. Bring
them with you whenever you CAST-Off, to draw your observations. Fill 
your sketchbook creatively and imaginatively with whatever you learn or 
discover while you are out and about. CAST will give prizes for the most 
creative sketchbooks at the end of August.  

bring a bag to carry your map and sketchbook and any other equipment
from the list below, and to fill with interesting things you find in nature.

useful things to bring: STRING, COLOURED PENCILS, BLUNT NAIL (FOR MAKING
HOLES), MAGNIFYING GLASS, BINOCULARS, COMPASS, WATERCOLOUR PAINT.

CAST-Off is devised by Lucy Grant and organised by the Helston-based arts
organisation CAST (Cornubian Arts & Science Trust)

cast, 3 penrose road, helston, TR13 8TP   c-a-s-t.org.uk   F B: CASTCornwall   #cast-off          

image: Tom Koerner / USFWS

THE GARCIA FAMILY 
FOUNDATION

LITTLE PARC 
OWLES TRUST

wicked tregeagle spills his sack of sand see this image at the
museum of cornish life

The sea she is no lady
Around the coast of Cornwall 
stroked by the rolling sea,
a thousand ships a sailing 
brought spice and post and tea,
but that sea she was no lady, 
at times she’d rage and rant
and dash those poor ships about 
on rock and cliff and sand.
Then when she acts a lady 
all soft and pretty pert,
she’d hide those ships all shady 
beneath her flowing skirt.

Image: Steve Hatch

Supported by: Arts Council England, The Garcia Family Foundation, Cornwall Heritage Trust, FEAST and 
Little Parc Owles Trust. Organised with assistance from: Incredible Edible Helston, Helston Climate Action 
Group, Helston Town Council, Museum of Cornish Life Helston, National Trust, and South Kerrier Alliance. 

decide how you will draw features on your map.

Activity map 2020 © CAST

            jan tregeagle  
There is a story that Loe Bar was created a 
long time ago by Jan Tregeagle, the wickedest 
Cornish man that ever lived. For his many 
crimes, he was set an endless diabolical task of 
moving sand from Gunwalloe Cove to Porthleven, 
which the sea was always sure to return to its 
former location. While employed in this task he 
is said to have dropped a sackful of sand at the 
mouth of the river Cober, causing Loe Bar to be 
formed, and creating Loe Pool behind.
Make a picture in your sketchbook of wicked Jan 
Tregeagle at work and share it using 
#CAST_Off

before the new drainage works, the pool would
regularly  flood in winter and the bar would
need to be cut  

https://bluecampaignhub.com/
https://museumofcornishlife.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/EdibleHelston/
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/penrose
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/penrose/features/night-time-nature-at-penrose
https://museumofcornishlife.co.uk
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/leisure-and-culture/beaches-in-cornwall/cornwalls-sand-dunes/animals-on-the-dunes/
www.helstonhistory.co.uk/history-around-helston-town/coronation-park-lake/
www.origamischool.com/origami-boat/
https://c-a-s-t.org.uk
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